
  My Mission 
 

Dear ones, it is my greatest dream since childhood to teach. I love doing readings, but I                 
never fully intended to do it for a living. I had always dreamed of using my gifts as they are                    
truly meant to be used, as an oracle rather than as a psychic machine online. I love reading                  
others, and through my readings, I have helped so many people to find answers, heal, and                
reshape their lives. I came here to this planet to help people to truly reconnect to the                 
Source, and learn how to be the better aspect of themselves, living a virtuous life               
transcending the struggles of everyday life with a new perspective. It has helped them to               
manifest happiness and their dreams. Now, I seek to fulfill my dreams. Around the clock, I                
work in service to others. . I am up all hours texting and talking with people from all over the                    
world in order to motivate them and heal them from burdens and guide them into a saintly                 
path of virtue so that they can finally say goodbye to making mistakes that leave them                
broken and feeling hopeless. Many have changed their perspective and have turned into             
better people who are kind, genuine, generous, loving, and true. Troubles that littered their              
paths, had become opportunities to learn and advance. To rebuild. 

 
I write, I record, I answer questions, and then I do several            
readings for many clients all over the globe. It is a total path of              
dedication. I do the best that I can with contests, prizes and            
fun activities, to give people something to look forward to, and           
I have had the support of my closest friends, only not on a             
huge platform. I am trying. I have so many dreams of bringing            
others together as we all strive and struggle to find others who            
are like us. With that, I have been seeking monthly          
sponsorship in order to find a way to live within means, and to             
travel all over spreading my message to others face to face. I            

have helped thousands of people find answers and better their quality of life. Many do not                
publicly support me though. I have been outcasted from spiritual communities online. And,             
my work has been stolen, reworded and presented as if it belonged to another person.               
Additionally, sadly my work is only shared within a small tight knit circle. While many               
mention me by word of mouth and referral, others do not always publicly acknowledge the               
difference that I have made in their lives. I am grateful for those who have though. With all                  
of my heart. It has been such a struggle for my reach and presence to show its truth                  
because the numbers have been tampered with or others who have copied my path do not                
want others to know that they came to me at all. So they do not add me on social media.                    
There are also respectfully many who choose not to publicly represent me, for privacy              
reasons too.  In other words, I need help.  
 



I am looking for a number of things. I would like to find an organization that could have me                   
represent them, and my own teachings and vice versa. To co-join in a spiritual collaboration               
of sorts, who have the same morals, and values .others who can participate online in other                
communities and share my work. I am also looking for support somehow through donations,              
so that I can finally live, doing my work for free whilst also working towards a spiritual                 
community in which others can live together. I would love to find some who would not mind                 
organizing events in their areas for me to visit and speak with everyone there. I have some                 
events lined up myself coming up this Summer, but any extra help, is so greatly               
appreciated. I also want to gather others together, who would not mind speaking in their               
own work, about what they learned from me, but mentioning that they have learned with               
me. Donations and assistance can be given anonymously of course. I am looking for some               
way to reach a certain amount of sponsorship to meet the needs that I have for many                 
projects, and thus I will devote my life to working harder even still to make the huge change                  
that I seek to see in the world through what I know many people can achieve. I know that                   
this world can be a better place through the heavens here on Earth, but it starts with each                  
individual and the change that they make, thus spreading on a worldwide scale. It is my                
mission to be one out of many who help in making those changes happen. I believe in you,                  
please believe in me enough to help me. 
 
 


